
 

 

   

  

 Bring Facial Recognition seamlessly into XProtect.  

 Improve security and prevent crimes by knowing in real time who is entering specific areas in your facility, such 

as: recently terminated employees returning to work, restraining order alerts, a person of interest, etc. along 

with the associated video.  

 For hotels, casinos and restaurants incorporate the ability to identify your most valuable clients immediately 

and respond to their needs intuitively. 

 Alert security in real-time with actions to take by pushing company approved standard operating procedures to 

the screen when an event occurs.  

 Use face recognition up front in retail as an obvious deterrent or employ a more subtle and strategic 

deployment. 

 User defined Pop-Up alerts require security personnel’s immediate response to urgent events. 

 Pop-Up alert screen allows security to enter comments relative to the event on screen and those comments 

become a searchable item. 

 Send Email and SMS alerts via generic events to designated personnel when predefined events take place.  

 Export facial recognition events to a CSV file format with a single mouse click. 

 Display events in graphical form for easy visual interpretation showing trends of events. Ex:  individual showing 

up repeatedly at specific locations when other events occur.  

 Conduct Audit investigations and export video evidence from one easy to use spreadsheet. 

 Alert Manager enables audit investigations to be conducted based on user defined rules associated with 

suspicious activity. 

Website: www.c2p.com                                       800 252 6840 

Biometric Security 

http://www.c2p.com/


 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Qualify your search 

with equal to, not 

equal to, contains, 

etc.  

Websites:    www.c2p.com    800 252 6840               www.cyberextruder.com 973.623.7900 

Made in the USA 

Select search 

parameter from drop 

down tab.  

Use full or partial 

keywords from 

metadata to setup the 

search.  

 

Once your search 

parameters are 

defined select view to 

present results in 

table.  

Setup your spread 

sheet columns using 

either default 

settings or add or 

delete columns. 

Add new columns to 

your spread sheet 

using drop down 

menu.  

Select Download to 

export data in CSV 

format to a spread 

sheet where you can 

create a visual 

representation of 

the data.  

Filter your search by 

adding multiple 

keywords.  

Report Manger provides results of audit investigations based on user 

defined Rules, user defined Pop-up comments and allows annotation of 

audit status of events. 

Alert Manager adds Pop-Up events 

to push alerts to the client in real 

time and puts operator’s comments 

into the Audit table. 

Export video of events using Video DB Export tool.  

Playback video of the event, add alternate camera 

views if needed and set status of event all from the 

audit entry table. 

Hypermedia Search Engine finds events and recalls the associated video 

http://www.c2p.com/
http://www.cyberextruder.com/

